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I really think that the Jan. 6th insurrection, really was an attempted coup.

But DJT's reichstag fire was thwarted by actual American Patriots like DC Police

Officer Eugene Goodman.

In leading the insurgents away from the Senate chamber, Goodman saved the lives

of many.

The killing of Democrat politicians and Vice President Pence, were all part of the larger plan.

DJT saw Pence's refusal to do his wishes in overturning the election results as a betrayal.

The killing of Democrats and possibly some Republicans was the key to the plan.

KEY 1:

As revealed in impeachment trial 2, DJT altered a permit to allow his cult to go from his pre coup rally to the Capitol building.

KEY 2:

DJT called for 10k National Guard to be deployed. But NOT used to put down any "riot"

KEY 3:

GOP politicians giving RECCE tours

KEY 4:

A truck loaded with weapons and explosives found near the Capitol building

KEY 5:

DJT and his #TrumpCrimeFamily and #TrumpCrimeSyndicate had a viewing party of the attack

KEY 6:

People who had instrumental roles in the attack haven't been arrested yet. Including senators

KEY 6: 

Having someone in place to block ordering the National Guard to deploy to aid the DCPD
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KEY 7: 

useful idiots still trying to push the narrative that the election was stolen

Why were the National Guard there to begin with if not to aid the DCPD?

Easy

They were there as the tool to instil martial law if DJT's "brown shirts" (while wear blaze orange) were successful in killing

politicians. So king general highbulp the turd DJT could be dictator

For life. With his children as his #TrumpCrimeFamily dynasty.

It wasn't delusions why he tweeted videos of the trump name ruling for decades. IT WAS ALL PART OF THE PLAN!

But because the DCPD and USSS evacuated all the politicians, the plan fell apart.

Because politicians survived, they called on DJT to call in the troops to end the insurgency and tell his supporters to go

home.

Then like a scolded child he read out a speech telling his supporters to leave

In over a month since the attack the GOP have gone back to fearing DJT and publicly supporting him. While quietly calling

for him to be dumped.

As DJT jr said on the morning of the attack "this is Donald Trump's Republican party now..."

Many like @sarahkendzior have been warning for years. DJT likes to say his plans and confessions in the open. But the US

media keep passing it off as DJT just being DJT.

Sarah and @AndreaChalupa were right in their podcast @gaslitnation

But many said they were overreacting

@SethAbramson was right with his Proof series books and his substack publications.

Many either downplay how right he is, or try to use his work without giving him credit.

Keep kicking ass Seth
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